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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Caucus:

I appreciate this opportunity to be with you today and comment

on H.R.50, the "Full Employment and Balanced Growth Act of 1976."

Unemployment is a continuing human as well as economic pro-

blem. For the economy, it represents a waste of resources that is

reflected in a lower level of output of goods and services than

could potentially be produced. For individuals it represents not

only loss of income associated with joblessness, but deteriora-

tion of skills and damage to a sense of pride and self-esteem.

Moreover, even at high levels of aggregate employment, unemploy-

ment problems persist for minorities, teenagers, and some other

groups. Reducing unemployment is thus important not just to re-

store full capacity production but also to provide the opportunity

to participate in the economy for all groups of workers.

The Employment Act of 1946 established the responsibility-

of the federal government to pursue full employment policies.

H.R.50, the Full Employment and Balanced Growth Act of 1976, is

an extension of that piece of legislation. It goes beyond the

Employment Act of 1946 in that it establishes a numerical full-

employment goal (3 percent adult unemployment), provides for

new institutions and processes for improved coordination of
i

national economic policy, and mandates an "employer of last

resort" program whereby the federal government would stand ready

to provide jobs at prevailing v;ages whenever the actual unemploy-

•j*
Parts of this statement draw heavily from earlier testimony

by Alice M. Rivlin, Director of the Congressional Budget Office
on H.R.50 and S.50 before the House and Senate Committees. Seme
of the views expressed, however, are those of the author.



ment rate exceeded the full-employment target. The Employment

Act of 1946 has no enforcement component; that is, there is no

mechanism whereby the federal government is actually obliged to

promote policies that would be consistent with the full-employment

mandate. The "employer of last resort" feature of H.R.50 can

be viewed, among other things, as that sort of enforcement

mechanism in that the federal government would be obliged to

provide jobs directly when stabilization policy and other measures

fail to achieve the 3 percent adult unemployment goal.

Even though the overall unemployment rate has fallen since

it reached a 35-year peak last spring, unemployment continues

to be a serious problem. Presently, the overall unemployment

rate is 7.5 percent; and very high rates persist for certain

demographic groups. The unemployment rate for blacks is about

13 percent, and for teenagers it is 19 percent. Further, pro-

jections of economic growth based on current fiscal and monetary

policies would put unemployment above 5 percent even by 1980, with

higher rates for blacks and teenagers.

Administration spokesmen have testified before Congressional

committees that economic policy over the past several years

has been consistent with the objectives of the Employment Act of

1946. Yet critics argue that the 8.5 percent unemployment rate

experienced in 1975 and the current 7.5 percent rate of unemploy-

ment is not full employment. Further, they assert that more

expansionary fiscal and monetary policy could bring the unemploy-

ment rate down much faster than is currently projected.



The debate about whether current economic policies reflect

the best we can do in terms of the mandates of the Employment

Act of 1946 suggests that one must have some numerical goal in

mind in evaluating full-employment policy. That is, some people

argue that 7.5 percent unemployment is the best that can be

done in 1976 without threatening the return of very high rates

of inflation while others think that a much lower rate of un-

employment could be achieved without substantial inflationary

costs. The numerical target proposed in H.R.50 does tend to

bring this aspect of the debate into clearer focus. Most people

would agree that there are benefits to reducing unemployment--

more people would be at work and there would be more goods and

services produced. The disagreement is over how far we should

try to reduce unemployment in view of the risks of added in-

flation and increased government intervention in the economy.

It must be recognized that there are costs to approaching

any full employment goal, be it 3 percent or some other number.

It is not possible to state with any certainty what these costs

\\rill be in terms of added inflation, increased budget costs,

and the potential for a permanent large-scale public employment

program. However, most economists1agree that substantially

more inflation would be associated with unemployment in the

3 percent range than with the current 7.5 percent unemployment

rate. Further, it is clear that increased government intervention

in the economy would be required to achieve a 3 percent unemploy-

ment target by 1980.



While the economic impact and budget cost of H.R.50 are un-

certain, they are affected by several different factors:

• The definition of adult unemployment: If adult
is defined as nonteenage,the 3 percent target
for adults translates to about 4 percent for
overall unemployment. If adult is defined
as a person 18 and older, it translates to about
3.5 percent overall unemployment. If adult is
defined as a person 16 and older the unemploy-
ment goal in H.R.50 translates to a 3 percent
overall unemployment rate;

e The particular policy mix selected to reduce
unemployment to a 3 percent range: Economic
impacts and budget costs will vary widely de-
pending on the job-creating measures and
employment programs used;

e The underlying strength of priva.te demands in
the economy:This determines how much unemploy-
ment there would have been without the passage
of H.R.50.

Considerations in Designing the Unemployment Goals

The requirements for reaching the goal of 3 percent un-

employment depends, of course, on who is classified as an

adult. A useful rule of thumb in this regard is that since the

mid-1960s the unemployment rate for all workers 16 and over

has been roughly one percentage point above the unemployment

rate for those 20 and over and 0.5 percentage points above the

unemployment rate for those 18 and over. Table 1 contains more

precise comparisons on a yearly basis. Although demographic

factors in the future could reduce the differential, projections by

the Urban Institute indicate that this approximate spread will per-

sist through the next decade. Thus, if we speak of a 3 percent non-



Table 1—UNEMPLOYMENT RATES FOR ALL PERSONS 16 AND OVER COMPARED WITH
UNEMPLOYMENT RATES FOR PERSONS 18 AND OVER At ID 20 AND OVER

Year

1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959

1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969

1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975

(1)
Unemployment
Rate, 16+

5.3
3.3
3.0
2.9
5.5
4.4
4.1
4.3
6.8
5.5 •

5.5
6.7
5.5
5.7
5.2
4.5
3.8
3.8
3.6
3.5

4.9
5.9
5.6
4.9
5.6
8.5

(2)
Unemployment
Rate, 18+

5.1
3.1
2.8
2.7
5.3
4.2
3.9
4.0
6.5
5.2

5.2
G.4
5.2
5.2
4.7
4.1
3.4
3.5
3.2
3.1

4.5
5.4
5.1
4.3
5.0
7.9

(3)
Unemployment
Rate, 20+

4.8
3.0
2.7
2.6
5.1
3.9
3.7
3.8
6.2
4.8

4.8
5.9
4.9
4.8.
4.3
3.6
2.9
3.0
2.7
2.7

4.0 '
4.9
4.5
3.8
4.5
7.3

(4)
(1) - (2)

0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.3
0.3
0.3

0.3
0.3
0.3
0.5
0.5
0.4
0.4
0.3
0.4
0.4

0.4
0.5
0.5
0.6
0.6
0.6

(5)
(1) - (3)

0.5
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7

0.7
0.8
0.6
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.8
0.9
0.8

0.9
1.0
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.2

SOURCE: Bureau of Labor Statistics.

NOTE: Column (1) is the unemployment rate for the civilian labor force
for all persons 16 and over. Column (2) is the unemployment rate for
the civilian labor force for all persons 18 and over. Column (3) is
the unemployment rate for the civilian labor .force excluding teenagers,
that is, persons 16 to 19.



teenage unemployment we are referring to an approximate 4

percent overall rate. Similarly, a 3 percent unemployment rate

for persons 18 and over implies about a 3.5 percent overall rate.

Baseline for Evaluating Employment Policy in H.R.50

In determining the starting points for reducing unemployment

in H.R.50, it is useful to separate the intentions of the bill

into two aspects. In part, H.R.50 is designed to coordinate

and insure a vigorous recovery from the current recession. In

part, it is designed to improve on past performance and perman-

ently bring adult unemployment close to 3 percent.

It is important to bear in mind that the economy is beginning

to recover from its deepest postwar recession. Achieving a

rapid recovery will entail very rapid rates of growth and/or

large-scale employment programs. If H.R.50 is viewed primarily

as a long-range program for maintaining full employment, the

cost of recovering from the current deep recession should not

be attributed to it. If the role of H.R.50 is to improve the

long-run average behavior of unemployment, then a different

baseline should be selected. Unemployment since 1960 has averaged

5.2 percent. Some of this unemployment has resulted from the

economy operating at less than full capacity in recession periods;

some is due to long-run factors. Based on this historical bench-

mark, the 3 percent adult unemployment target of H.R.50 can be

evaluated relative to a 5.2 percent overall rate of unemployment

rather than the present 7.5 percent.
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Programs Under H.R.50

Countercyclical Programs. H.R.50 outlines a number of policy

measures that might be implemented to achieve the full employment

target. Standard fiscal and monetary measures might be supple-

mented by special job-creating policies like public service

employment, accelerated public works, grants to state and local

governments, and special tax incentives for business. Further,

there is a provision for a limited job guarantee for persons

able and willing to work and seeking work.

Special employment programs are to be enacted to the extent

that fiscal and monetary policies are unable to achieve the 3

percent adult unemployment target. Presumably what this means

is that supplementary measures are to be used if the inflationary

pressures or budget costs associated with using standard fiscal

and monetary policy to achieve the unemployment target become

unacceptably high.

Special countercyclical measures such as public service

employment, special tax incentives, accelerated public works,

and special assistance to state and local governments can either

provide jobs directly to the cyclically unemployed (as in public

employment and public works), or can provide special incentives

to private industry and state and local governments to employ

more people then they otherwise would have. A recent study

by the Congressional Budget Office, Temporary Measures to

Stimulate Employment: An Evaluation of Some Alternatives, con-

cluded that some of these measures can potentially have a higher

employment impact per dollar spent than across-the-board



spending or tax changes. Further, in some cases, the potential

inflation impact per job is less than for standard fiscal and

monetary policy, suggesting that using selective measures

can improve the inflation/unemployment relationship.

Table 2 shows estimates of the employment impact and the

net budget costs (taking into account savings from unemploycent

compensation and higher tax payments from program participants)

of alternative temporary programs. Initially there is a fairly

wide variation of cost-per-job, although these differences

tend to narrow after a year or two of operation. Public employ-

ment has a lower cost-per-job than other measures; after a year

of operation, for instance, accelerated public works ~.ay cost

about one-and-a-half to twice as much per job as public employ-

ment. Across-the-board trx cuts could entail a cost of from

three to four times that of public employment.

Some of the more costly programs have other benefits such

as a higher value of their output. Table 3 provides in sumnary

form some of the considerations discussed in Temporary Measures

to Stimulate Employment in making comparisons between programs.

While special measures to stimulate employment may be less

costly and potentially less inflationary, in the short run,
»

aggregate demand policies are sometimes viewed as a more neutral

way to stimulate economic growth and create jobs in the long
•

run.



TABLE 2—ESTIMATES OF EMPLOYMENT AND BUDGET IMPACT
OF VARIOUS PROGRAMS COSTING $1 BILLION1

Type of program

Public service empioymont . . .
Anti-recession aid to Slnlo I'.nd loea! KOVC
Accelerated public works
Tax cut !
llovernwnt purchase;: .. . „

Initial Ir-ipr.i-t

', Increase In Kedv.ctionln
Jo'.'fl UTVtnpIoy-

(thousands) inent rate

SO-125 0.07-0.11
fitments . -Id 77 .01- 07

\Ci .10 .flj- <>t
H- 15 n\- 02

2D r,(; .02-. O!

12 months 21 months

Net budget Increase in Reduction In Net budget Inere!\soln Ileductionln Net budget
cost Jobs unemploy- cost jobs unc.n:p!oy- cost

(millions) (thousands) mentratc (mllllor.s) (thousands) ment rate (millions)

$7.11 $015 ;>0-1«
(WI-7H1 70-'.I7
015 7'Xl 50-70
(ISO '.100 20 M
(US 870 .'.0-70

0 O.S-0 13 <-l'rx *1'75 - ^10-150 0
.07--.0!! Ml) ".70 72-U") '
W • 07 537-510 I'M SO

.03 -.05 WO-5'.iO CO SO

0*-0. 13 $3'i'J-«31i
07 . W 4*.\ -);.()
07-.W 43') 3'JO
O-.'-.Oj r,C3 Ii37
0-1 -.05 175 4.'S

' These eslhimtrs nssiiinc no monetary ticcommcdntS'm. If I lie money M!!ip!y wore
IruTcasi-d to prevent interest nitos from rfyuiKiis a r»sultof thocxpatisloiutry ihcul lucrftire,
the Joh-crciilln^ cir^i't would be hifr ln-r and 111" ni-t deficit cd;:t lower. Ai-con:nuid;itlnp
monetary policy would incrcaso l!m extMinslonary "Itci-t by '_';"> IHTHI-III or inoro wlili:)), in
turn, would rcduco the. liudcnt cost hy an avernce ')f nbuut il'Jj million.

1 The tnoomn tax cut Is assumed to be ono-thlnt cori>orate and two-thirds personal. U
the tax cnl, wcro entin'ly personal, the. expansionary ellect would be about 50 (HTcent
creator and I ho net budget eost about $175 million lower.

Source: See app. B.

J30URCK: U. S. Congress, Congressional Budget Office, Temporary Measures to Stimulate Employ-
'ment; An Evaluation of Some Alternativest September 2, 1975.



TABLE 3—-SUMMARY OF THE POTENTIAL IMPACTS OF ALTERNATIVE
MEASURES TO STIMULATE EMPLOYMENT

Employment Impact
per dollar expenditure

Income tax cut.

Increase in Government
purchases.

Accelerated public works.

Relatively low,
lU-uli ir ly In the-

nin.
Higher than

lower than
employment]

Poti'.ntUUy low
are high; «rt
Implies from 1
projects.

tax
sr

rtvpi

par-
rhort

cut;
H'Cilll
•finis.

' i f WUQPS
! liter' »ol>
OW-WttgiS

Startup time

Subject to Irws In In-
dividuals' spending.'

Potentially fast; subject
lo policy initiation
livfj.

Potentially long; but
with wldo variations
deluding on typo of
jirrtjjr:wn.

Phaseout flexibility

Pot

MM>
it-
u
f i - .

Wl'l
J l j
tl:
er
bi

ontlaUy msy lo

- 1-e h:\r-l
iiuite, espi
i»rui OUI.JH
»s invoivtid.
is variation
ii« Uopsiw.ii
an sonic o i l
rnnent \>
it liOKti-Ri1,

to I er-
•cially if
it. serv-

i; appro-
•r to stop
lier (lov-
roRrtuii?,
iU- proi-

Inllatlon Impact

Same fts any a^rctfttte
fiscal measure.

Same, as any aj^rprcUo
liwul nit'iisur*1, dc-
peiu'jn^ on eniploy-
f.vi* skill n\i\.

Value of output

Entirely prlvaU sector.

Mostly public vector;
1M round t-tTects
prtVAto sector.

on

So"i!-v-hat i-.r-'^ier Uviu Mostly public sector;
oilier pru^rtuns If
workers highly skilled;
lower if aiinod at less
skilled workers.

2d round effects
private sector.

on

T^U*

Nono,

Low.

Can be directed at high-
employment ureiis, con-
struction trades.

I'jts f i i ay take long to .

Public swvice employ- Relatively I i lghlfwneus Potentially fo-st If exist- Relatively llexll i le if Job
mont. are, low. IIIR programs ex- tenure hni i ied .

pundwd.

Antirecession tdd to Less than PSE If skill Potentially fust; no new Potentially easy to tcr-
Stat« and locivl Oov- l«vi*!s high; muro than r'roi'ruins, only trans- ruinate,
'ornnients. other Oovcrnnieiit ler of funds,

purchases, public
works.

Low if uinied at tin- Low if ewptvwis Is Can be dlrwted at roost
skilled workers and if solely on job impact; needy Individuals.
withes are, lowirr than If roni 'HneJ with
priviiio &H-tor alter- training >:nn product
p.;itive,s. useful skills.

Moderate, deluding on Stato and local govern- Can ba directed at Gov-
skill level of employ- merit service?. wnmouts hit "by re-

SOURCE: U. S. Congress, Congressional Budget Office, Temporary Measures to Stimulate
Employment: An Evaluation of Some Alternatives, September 2, 1975, p. VIII.



Programs to Reduce Structural and Frictipnal Unemployment.

When overall unemployment is in the 4 to 5 percent range, a

great deal of the remaining unemployment is due not to any de-

pression in the general economy, but to what are often called

structural or frictional factors. Structural unemployment re-

fers to an excess supply of labor in some pockets of the labor

market with special long-term problems; for example, a local

area which is losing jobs to other regions or an industry whose

output is no longer in demand. Discrimination in some occupa-

tions against racial minorities or women cause these groups to

concentrate their supply in other occupations and overcrowding

in these limited occupations is another form of structural

unemployment.

Programs to combat structural unemployment include steps

to increase the demand for labor in depressed pockets of the

labor market, programs to increase the mobility of individuals

out of these pockets through encouragement of geographic mobility,

training or retraining, and removal of discriminatory barriers,

to name a few. Programs of these kinds might be more effective

in reducing structural unemployment than across-the-board in-

creases in demand that might have much of their impact on other

sectors of the labor market.

Frictional unemployment refers to short spells of unemploy-^

ment accompanying job turnover or initial entry into the labor

force. To some extent frictional unemployment represents a

normal period of job search for new jobseekers or for persons
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who have left a job to seek a better one. However, some groups

of people change jobs frequently resulting in disproportionately

high unemployment rates. Unskilled and disadvantaged individuals-

among whom blacks and young people are disproportionately repre-

sented—experience more frequent spells of fractional unemploy-

ment than other groups. These persons tend to hold jobs at the

bottom of the labor market hierarchy and they become unemployed

frequently because they are fired, because they quit, and

because they leave and reenter the labor force more frequently

than other workers. Job attachment is weak. There is little

incentive for employer or for employee to maintain a long-term

work relationship since there is little if any on-the-job

training or payoff to seniority. Job satisfaction is low, and

this also weakens job ties. Increasing job attachment by pro-

viding job training, and chances for upward, mobility would

certainly be a desirable component of a program designed to

reduce relatively high unemployment rates of the unskilled and

the disadvantaged. In fact, failure to do so might result in

continued high rates of unemployment for these groups making

a 3 percent adult unemployment goal difficult or even impos-

sible to achieve.

Potential Costs of H.R.50

Since so many programs and specific program provisions are

possible within the framework of H.R.50, I think a cost esti-

mate of the bill would not really be meaningful. In some

hypothetical average year in the 1980s, the unemployment goal
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in the bill might require some 2 million more jobs than the economy

as it performed in the period between 1960 and 1975 would be able

to generate. The cost of providing these jobs could easily vary

from as little as $8,000 per job to as much as $30,000 per job.

Furthermore, any actual year would usually not be an average year--

instead there would be years of strong private demands when little

or no added stimulus would be needed and years of weak private de-

mands when it would take economic stimulus well above the average

to meet the unemployment goal of the bill.

The Inflation Problem

While it is possible that enactment of H.R.50 could result

in lower umemployment, this is not without its risks. Perhaps

the most frequently cited of the risks is the inflationary poten-

tial of the bill. Clearly, a serious problem in pursuing a goal

of 3 percent unemployment is the risk of having inflation begin

to accelerate as the economy approaches the goal. Unfortunately,

economists' understanding of inflation is too limited to warrant

confidence in precise estimates of the inflationary risks. The his-

torical record since 1961 is shown in very summary form in Chart

1. The measure of unemployment in the Chart is the overall unemploy-

ment rate, while the measure of inflation is the rate of change in

the consumer prices omitting food and energy, whose prices have

not been closely related to the unemployment situation.

Unemployment and inflation (omitting food and fuel prices)
»•

have generally, but not always, moved in opposite directions

during this period. The 1961 through 1969 decline in unemployment

was accompanied by worsening inflation through early 1970; and the

1970 to 1971 rise in unemployment, by falling inflation. In late

1971 and 1972, price controls under the Economic Statilization



CHART 1

Unemployment and Inflation, 1961-76
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Act held inflation down; but eventually, the 1971-1973 fall in

unemployment was followed by greatly worsening inflation. The

1974-1975 rise in unemployment was accompanied first by rising

prices but was due to the indirect effect of higher food and fuel

prices and partly due to the end of price controls; but later the

1974 to 1975 recession saw a reduction in the inflation rate. The

early 1976 improvement in unemployment has been accompanied by

some acceleration in consumer prices other than food and energy,

although falling food and fuel prices have kept down the overall

price indexes. I believe no one studying this chart should

remain complacent about the possibility of accelerating inflation

as the economy nears 3 percent unemployment. Furthermore, the

danger is greater the more comprehensive the definition of "adult"

under the bill.

According to one set of simulations that we have prepared,

the added inflation associated with achieving a 3.5 percent

overall unemployment rate rather than the long-term average of

5.0 percent is around 1.25 percentage points in the Consumer

Price Index in the year the target is achieved and around 2 per-

centage points two years after achieving the target. In other

words, if inflation were 5 percent per year in a 5 percent un-
i

employment economy, it would be 7 percent per year two years

after achieving a 3.5 percent unemployment economy. Furthermore,

if unemployment were to be held at the 3,5 percent rate inde-

finitely, the simulations show a growing inflationary impact,

These or any other estimates are based on many uncertain assump-

tions and consequently the precise numbers should not be viewed
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with any great degree of confidence. Instead they give some

indication of the general order of magnitude of the problem. For

some the added inflation associated with achieving a lower un-

employment target would be well worth the gain in terms of added

employment and output; but' for others the risk of returning to

higher rates of inflation is far too great to warrant acceptance

of the unemployment goal in H.R.50.

A second potential source of added inflation in H.R.50 is

the requirement that wages in public employment programs must

meet certain standards. They must, for example, be equal to pre-

vailing wages paid by the local government if the local government

is the employer, and they must meet Davis-Bacon standards in the

case of construction jobs.

Particularly since persons who refuse private sector jobs

at less than prevailing wages or "fair rates of compensation"

would be eligible for "employer of last resort" jobs, these pro-

visions would tend to drive up wages in private industry, where

many workers do not now earn these wage rates. While higher wages,

particularly in special programs targeted at the poor and Unskilled

might have other benefits—both as an income maintenance device

and a way to reduce job turnover and frequent occurrences of un-
i

employment--these provisions of H.R. 50 are likely to result in

a higher average level of wages economy-wide than would otherwise

prevail, adding to the inflationary pressures that could arise

from the economy operating close to capacity. No estimate of

the added inflation from this source can be made however, without

a more specific statement of the wage provisions envisioned.
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It is possible that the careful coordination of employment

programs proposed in H.R.50 could reduce the inflationary risks.

Well-designed programs could be targeted on pockets of unemploy-

ment instead of spreading their effects over all sectors of the

labor market. Training programs, if successful, could shift

workers from situations of labor surplus to those of labor shortage.

Pursued over a period of years, such measures could improve the

inflation/unemployment tradeoff. As a long-range goal, therefore,

pursuit of a 3 percent adult unemployment target would seem more

realistic (in terms of its potential inflationary consequences)

than if it is viewed as a short-range target.

If should be noted that the unemployment rate for adult,

white males has been below 3 percent in six years since 1965.

In 1965 it was 1.9 percent. High rates of structural unemployment

in. the United States are confined to certain disadvantaged groups in

the labor force. Further, other countries are able to achieve

overall unemployment rates below 2 percent. Viewed in these

terms, a 3 percent adult unemployment target does not seem un-

realistic if employment programs are effective in dealing with

the special factors contributing to higher unemployment for
i

certain groups and are not limited to across-the-board measures

or programs that simply create jobs without increasing employment

stability or job attachment. (Focusing on a single unemployment

target for the entire labor force may give the misleading im-

pression that once the target is achieved unemployment is no

longer a problem. Serious unemployment problems may persist

even if the overall target is met.)
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The anti-inflation section of H.R.50 lists some of the pos-

sible approaches to the reduction of inflationary pressures.

These include actions to insure adequate supply of scarce com-

modities, particularly food and energy, recommendations to

strengthen and enforce anti-trust laws, measures to increase

productivity in the private sector, and recommendations for ad-

ministrative and legislative action to promote reasonable price

stability (presumably some form of price and wage controls or

guidelines) if serious inflationary pressures ai'ise.

The bill does not, however, call explicitly for an incomes

policy. By an incomes policy I refer to a mechanism whereby

incomes from various sources, that is, wages, profits, and prices

of commodities like food and raw materials, are determined by a

coordinated negotiating process, rather than by the various con-

stiuencies attempting to increase their incomes by simply seeking

higher wages and prices. For example, if it is know that real

growth next year might be around 7 percent, then it would be un-

realistic for any sector to expect a 10 to 15 percent increase

in its income. Instead it might be agreed that one sector would

get an 8 percent increase and another a 6 percent increase,

if some real redistribution is negotiated. If each sector

were to get, let's say a 10 percent increase in its nominal

income, and real growth were only 7 percent, then the difference,

that is 3 percent, would have to be inflationary. An incomes
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policy would attempt to eliminate this type of inflation that cones

from unachievable income demands.

In my opinion, it is unfortunate that the bill does not have a

numerical inflation goal as well as an unemployment goal. Lacking

a numerical specification -of an inflation goal, the implication

is that the unemployment goal would be pursued regardless of its

inflationary consequences. While the potential for anti-inflation

policy certainly is inherent in the general broad mandate of H.R.50,

there is much less focus in the bill on these anti-inflation sug-

gestions than on full-employment policies.

It is, I believe, in further analysis and pursuit of these

anti-inflation steps that the greatest hope lies for achieving

the unemployment goal in the bill. This does not mean that we

need to use unemployment as a weapon for fighting inflation. I

think that most economists would agree that pushing unemployment

to 9 percent as a means of controlling inflation last year was

unnecessary. As far as I know, no other of the industrial countries

experienced unemployment rates of this magnitude, despite the fact

that all of these countries experienced the inflationary shocks

of higher food and energy prices. Table 4 shows unemployment

rates in 1974 and 1975 in a number of the industrial countries

compared with the unemployment rate experienced in the United

States. Of these countries, only the Canadians came anywhere

near our unemployment experience, and this was certainly due in

part to the high degree of dependence of the Canadian economy

upon economic conditions in the U.S.



TABLE 4—UMEMPLOYMENT RATES, 1974
AND 1975 IN EIGHT COUNTRIES

(Seasonally Adjusted, Adjusted to U.S. Concepts)
(Percentages)

Country

Canada

France

Germany

Great Britain

Italy

Japan

Sweden

United States

1974

5.4

3.1

2.1

2.9

3.1

1.4

2.0

5.6

1975

7.1

*
4.3

*
3.9

*
4.9

3.6*

1.9*

1.7*

8.5

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics.

Preliminary
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But while the unemployment experience of the last two years

may have been unnecessarily severe, a worsening price situation

as a result of pursuing the mandates of H.R.50 could cause sub-

stantial pressure to retreat from this 3 percent unemployment

goal. This means that the more we learn about dealing with in-

flation, the more we will be able to achieve in reducing un-

employment.

Government as Employer of Last Resort

I mentioned that the Employment Act of 1946 fails to provide

an enforcement mechanism to ensure that full employment will be

achieved. Section 206 of H.R.50 attempts to provide such a

mechanism by mandating the federal government to stand as

employer of last resort for adult Americans unemployed in ex-

cess of the 3 percent goal. It states that adult Americans

able, willing and seeking work who are unable to find jobs

through other provisions of H.R.50 shall be provided jobs through

federally-operated public employment projects and approved non-

profit employment projects. This so-called job guarantee is

not necessarily unlimited, however. According to H.R.50, the

size of the public employment program may be limited as long

as adult unemployment is not in excess of 3 percent. Further,

eligibility or priority criteria based essentially on need could

be established under the provisions of H.R.50.

Two major questions come to mind in connection with the job

guarantee program. First, section 2.06 stipulates that the
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federal job guarantee shall also carry with it a guarantee of the

prevailing wage for that type of work in the labor market in which

the job occurs. -In the case of construction jobs, they must meet

Davis-Bacon Act standards; they must be at least equal to pre-

vailing x^ages paid by a lo'cal government if the local government

is the employer. This provision would undoubtedly drive up the

average level of wages for the economy as a whole, both in govern-

ment and in the private sector as private employers are forced to

compete with the government for workers. To some extent, the

inflationary impact would depend on how limited the job guarantee

concept is. Theoretically, in a truely unlimited program, the

prevailing wage provision would result in a never-ending upward

wage spiral. This is because in order to attract workers from

the public employment at prevailing wages, private employers have

to pay higher wages. But as private employers raise their wages

the prevailing wage provision would mean higher wages for public

jobs as well. Of course, if the public employment program were

strictly limited, then this process would not be able to continue

indefinitely. In fact, some workers excluded from the public

employment program due to its limited size would take jobs in the

private sector at the prevailing wage or even below. However, the

prevailing wage provision in the federal job guarantee would un-

doubtedly add to the potential inflation impact of H.R.50, unless

offsetting anti-inflation measures were adopted.

A second problem-is that if these wage standards attract

workers from the private sector, the possibility arises that the

employer-of-last-resort feature of H.K..50 would result in a large
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and unwieldly public employment program. At the same time, however,

this feature could draw more attention to improving the quality of

working life in the private sector. This has been the case in certain

European countries that enacted job-guarantee programs in the 1960s.


